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MORE LIGHT FOR A BETTER LIFE
Macrolux products applications

THE ULTIMATE
PRODUCT FOR
CONSERVATORIES

MULTIWALL POLYCARBONATE SHEETS



25 mm

20 mm

MORE LIGHT FOR A BETTER LIFE
Macrolux products applications

Multiwall polycarbonate sheets for conservatories

cod.900733 copyright ISO 08-2007

The tollerance are in mm. For any other specific request, please contact EMP SA Sales Department.

All information, direction or advice given by EMP SA as to the performance characteristics, application design or use of its materials is given in good faith and to the best of it's 
knowledge. However as EMP SA has no control over the use to which others put its materials, it does not accept any liability there from in connection with any services rendered by 
it or for the design characteristics or performance of the material either towards any purchaser or use thereof or towards any third party. Each user of the materials should make his 
own tests to determine the materials suitability for his use. Standard tolerance on weight ±5%. Standard tolerance on thickness ± 1mm on average value. EMP SA reserves the 
right to change any of the data stated in this brochure at all time and without any previous annoncement. This brochure has been translated in good faith from the Italian original. 
EMP SA will not take any responsibility for any errors or problems of interpretation of the translated text.

Improving your carbon footprint with Temperate Plus.
Creating the right climate for your Conservatory, Garden Room, 
Orangeries, Walkways, Canopies.
Which ever application you choose, remember to ask for 
Temperate Plus.
The only Polycarbonate to combine all the new technologies with 
one of the most popular colour combinations, Bronze/Opal. This New 
Bronze/Opal offers you one of the most popular colour combinations 
with the benefit of Athermic Control, drammatically reducing the 
heat transfer into your building  compared to standard material, and 
with the same Light Transmission of the old Bronze/Opal.
Temperate Plus, gives you and your building a whole new  
Climate, which is much cooler, brighter and cleaner than any other 
Polycarbonate Sheet ever produced.
So, next time you are looking for a product that not only keeps you 
dry, but will give you a whole new experience, with it's combined 
technological break through, with both strength and clarity. 

Ask for Temperate Plus!

TEMPERATE PLUS Athermic Bronze Opal sheets

Code: MB 74
col. 0237, 25mm
(new athermic bronze/opal)
LT: 12%
Weight: 3,3 kg/mq
Heat retention: 29,31% (std clear 12%)
K value: 1,6


